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Cinema, specifically the medium of film, are embedded in the same roots as that of 

memory. A common thread between the two is the aspect of time and space. Both contain a 

language that code predetermined occasions.  

Through ‘Spatialization of Time and Temporalization of Space: A Critical Discourse 

on McTaggart’s Theory of the Inexistence of Time’, one can attempt to find a bridge between 

memory and cinema. When space is temporalized, it defines itself in relations of time.  When 

time is spatialized, it has the nature of space. This centrality of space is where nostalgia and 

cinema meet. Both topics at hand begin and end with the longing for a permanent existence of 

events. This longing of the impossible further creates an amalgamation of real-life and 

imagined narratives. An experienced sentiment develops into an exploited, more so 

romanticized, possession. Cinema works in a similar manner where physical presence is greatly 

irrelevant, enabling the maker to rummage through past material. This absence of a physical 

presence, ironically, serves as a curated projection in both - memory and cinema.  

In an attempt to observe how memory is translated into visual, this paper focuses on the 

body of work by 2 directors: Wong Kar Wai - a Hong Kong film director and Abbas Kiarostami 

- an Iranian film director. Although both directors, aswell as cinemas, explore different 

boundaries, the inclusion of memory is prominent through their techniques of filmmaking. 

While imagining the past, these directors invoke a sense of Nostalgia by creating strong 

melancholic attachments through their main characters.  

The cinema of Wong Kar Wai is built on the knowledge of space. Introducing 

environments that serve as an ode to post-colonial Hong-Kong. The importance of space comes 

through as Wong emphasizes, “I believe geographical accessibility is a deciding factor for 

human relationships” He further says: “The most important thing about the script is to know 

the place it takes place in. Because if you know that, then you can decide what the characters 
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do in this space. The space even tells you who the characters are, why they’re there, and so on. 

Everything else just comes bit by bit if you have a place in your mind. So, I have to scout 

locations before I even start writing.” 

Wong is known for shooting his films with an incomplete script. This is prominent in 

his works as they walk the viewer through a narrative that is far from linear. Resembling the 

concept of memory, the atmospheric decisions are enveloped by the character personalities. 

Using techniques like light and reflection to bring the viewer as close to the characters as 

possible.  

Wong and Kiarostami, both, use methods of imitation and replication to instill a subject 

into the viewers thoughts. When describing memory, repetition is often looked at as a by-

product. With my understanding, repetition stems from a concrete concept. One that is accurate 

and has a definitive sum. In contrast, memory is rather ambiguous. With the logic of probability 

of time, one can derive that a happening can never be repeated. No matter how many constants, 

it is holistically impossible to re-live a memory in present time. Through Nostalgia and Film, 

whether that be our subconsciousness or a director’s efforts, memories can only be imitated. 

They both include similar processes of focusing, selecting and editing content that is present in 

one’s mind. Content that is a conclusion of experiences of the past and contemplations of the 

future. These experiences ponder within us, containing no substantial presence.  

In Wong Kar Wai’s ‘In the mood for love’ (2000), the visual language is enough to put 

together a melancholic narrative. A film that is best known to describe the burden of memory. 

Wong puts the spotlight on a narrowed down number of objects that can be counted on one’s 

fingertips. This restriction and concentration of subject matter concludes in a concise narrative 

carried through symbolism. Re-introducing these objects throughout the film keeps the viewer 

grounded while creating a personal connection. Objects like Mrs Chan’s duck egg-blue thermos 
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which stands out against the stark red from the neon lights-lit streets of Hong Kong. Using the 

same strategy, the entirety of the film is shot in a limited number of locations. This further 

invokes the feeling of revisiting a memory – existing of the same people, objects and 

compositions. Revisiting the same environment contributes to the cohesive mood found in most 

of Wong Kar Wai’s films. With a complex web, that is his nonlinear narrative, he subjectively 

walks the viewer through the present while being aware of the everyday conscious and past 

events. The duration of time, and its passing, is interwoven in the cinematography. As the 

narrative escalates, the change of time is felt.  

Another important play of the mind is character reveals. Wong intuitively uses absence 

as a strategy to highlight presence. The main characters in ‘In the mood for love’, Mr Chow 

and Mrs Chan, are the optical of the film. Although the plot enrages through the love affair 

between their partners, there isn’t a single instance where their identity is revealed. The viewer 

sees their partners through Mr Chow and Mrs Chans eyes. Both Mrs Chow and Mr Chan 

establish the role of their disloyal partners by envisioning, and further re-enacting, 

conversations between both deceivers. This approach reveals enough about the characters for 

the viewers to create an abstract image of how their lives exist within narrative. 

‘Chungking Express’ (1994), is one of Wongs earlier films where we see a similar 

strategy of revealing nostalgia. The protagonist, He Qiwu, is a heartbroken individual who buys 

a can of pineapples every day for the entire month. Having been dumped by his girlfriend on 

April Fools, he buys a can dated for May 1st (his birthday) in the hope that he would receive a 

patch-up call by the time that his 30 cans finish. A can of pineapples, his ex-lovers favourite 

food serves as an ode to their relationship and keeps He Qiwu in a protected bubble, refusing 

to move on from the relationship. By living within these parameters, he’s hopeful that the 

month will result in an unrequited love. Nostalgia saturates through all of Wong’s films and 
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characters, mostly in the context of food. Whether that’s the can of pineapples in ‘Chungking 

Express’ or the noodle packed duck-egg blue thermos in ‘In the Mood for Love’ 

Wong’s cinema has been glorified as the epitome of Nostalgia and redundancy of time. 

Ironically, Wong rejects this idea. 

In Trapped in the Present: Time in the Films of "Wong Kar-Wai", Ewa Mazierska and Laura 

Rascaroli reveal:  

‘‘Consequently, Wong Kar Wai’s rejection of nostalgia suggests, that he does not seek 

any safe regions of escape from the present; rather he looks it “straight in the eye’’ in an almost 

heroic fashion. Won Kar Wai seems to be fascinated with the idea of alternative temporalities: 

the world for him consists of numerous private microcosms, some of them real, the majority 

only possible and existing in people’s imaginations.’’ 

Much like Wong’s Cinema, Abbas Kiarostami underpins the same policy of refrain. Refraining 

from a revealing too much. A place where the audience is given room to calculate the outcome 

using their personal experiences. This plan of action extends the life of a film and involves the 

audience input.  

“When we reveal a film’s world to the members of an audience, they each learn to 

create their own world through the wealth of their own experience. As a filmmaker, I rely on 

this creative intervention for, otherwise, the film and the audience will die together.’ 

Kiarostami hunches away from a didactic view of storytelling. Through his films, one feels 

curious towards the extent of possible outcomes. The open-endedness confuses the viewer and 

keeps them at the edge of their seat, contemplating between fact and fiction. 

"An artist designs and creates a piece hoping to materialize some thoughts, concepts or 

feelings through his or her medium." A common thread in Kiarostami’s Cinema is the ‘road 

movie’ strategy. ‘Close Up’ (1990), ‘And Life Goes On’ (1992), and Taste of Cherry (1997) 
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are all majorly shot in a car. The audience quite literally, first person perspective, is seated right 

next to the protagonist. This frame within a frame approach invokes a sense of inclusivity, 

whether that is through windows or doors. In Taste of Cherry (1997), the audience walks 

through the journey of a hopeless/helpless man who is hungry for relief. This film puts forward 

an external representation of an interior world. A world where he offers a lift to strangers on 

the street, in the hope of their assistance in executing a self-acclaimed ‘easy task’. The narrative 

builds in a way where, through the course of a short drive, the strangers develop a connection 

with the protagonist. Sharing chunks from their past, the strangers cast about their experiences 

and recall a similar memory.  

This nostalgic train is imbedded with symbolism from each character’s upbringing, 

religious faith and ethical beliefs. This symbolism is vital in Kiarostami’s cinema, as it is these 

hidden details that contribute to binding the protagonist’s thoughts. In contrast to his other 

films, Taste of Cherry concludes with an epilogue. An epilogue, on the contrary, that alienates 

the audience from the conclusion and brings us back questions from the first half of the film. 

It is these loopholes that give strength to narrative building, as the audience can contribute and 

cater the story according to their surroundings. It is this quality that makes Kiarostami’s cinema 

unique – a visual experience that casts itself to the container that is each member of the 

audience’s subjective experience. It is the universal language that is brought forward by the 

understanding of one’s local stance. An understanding that is further used to connect to a larger 

audience. 

Another major critique in Kiarostami’s cinema is the political context of his films. 

Having an Iranian descent, his work obviously and evidently holds a major cultural importance. 

In the late 90’s, after the Revolution, Kiarostami decided to stay in Iran unlike many other 

Iranian film-makers. When interviewed regarding the subject, he hinted on his dying marriage 

as a ‘revolution at home’. He was much aware and interested in capturing his experiences at 
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the time through cinema. The political meaning is one that comes attached to his personal 

experiences. In no way do we view a comment on the country through Kiarostamis films, but 

moreover the experiences of him and his people, as a result of the political changes. It was 

never an intention to create a political film, but it is an attached wing that resonates with the 

time and location that his films were set in. We see a conscious attempt at extending the 

audience, by developing a broad, open-ended narrative with Kiarostami’s use of Comedy. He 

uses satire and lyrical fables to ground his films and broaden their horizons beyond a political 

scope. 

‘The Koker Trilogy’ (1987-1994) is a set of three films by Kiarostami which are 

regarded as a self-portrait as they are based in his homeland and imply on protagonists that are 

self-referential. ‘And Life goes on’ (1992) is a reflection of Kiarostami driving through the 

aftermath of the 1990 earthquake in Iran. He locates a detailed narrative through his experience 

and shapes the extent of fiction in reality. This, again, reminds us that Kiarostami’s films are a 

cogitation of his personal experiences rather than a report of his diplomat surroundings. Politics 

and culture become incidental instead of intentional. 

The notion of memory, although complex and impenetrable, is one that is highly 

romanticized. Memory is a medium that stores remnants of our past experiences plus an 

additional input from our subconscious mind. Whether that be aims of the future or unfulfilled 

expectations of the past - It is what humans thrive on - the nostalgia, a feeling of permanence 

and grounding. Among multi-layered thoughts, emphasis on to each one their own, it’s 

important to understand the content of memory is no miracle. It is a union of our senses, 

combining to create categories in a storage unit, that is the brain. Individuals and happenings 

from our everyday compress into a sort of trailer and creates a back up drive. The more it’s 

revisited, the stronger it gets.  Much like memory, cinema attempts to re-invent experiences in 

present time, that automatically wire back to a distant memory. 
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Wong Kar Wai and Abbas Kiarostami, among many cinematographers, use hectic movements 

of the mind and its stillness to translate cerebral experiences into cinematic ones. Exceptional 

displays are composed to enable a nostalgic image. Displays that are void of recognizable 

scenery, curating a sense of input from the audience to locate where the scenery equates to each 

one. Wong Kar Wai uses a process called ‘step-printing’ which manipulates film speed and 

creates a fragmented visual. A stop motion that enables the feeling of jumping through time. 

This process is predominantly used in action films, but Wong uses it in his advantage to 

translate the hectic fashion of everyday life. Similarly, Kiarostami uses film-making processes 

that are principally used in documentary-making to slow down the visual language of his 

cinema. He uses it as a technique to contrast his slow characters, surroundings, and narratives. 

Using retro aesthetics and breaking these rules typically advance as a breach in violating time.  

This obscurity and vagueness throw in consequences that force our minds to make sense 

of what is available. The environment that we create with this obscurity is underpinned by the 

introduction of rhythm through sound. Especially in Wong’s Cinema, one observes the 

prominence of each soundtrack that follows character building. The auditory experience is also 

used as a tool to redevelop a narrative within the film. He uses it as a barrier to call for alienation 

alongside a populated city. An infatuation of isolation. The protagonist’s relation with the 

surrounding space grants the director to derive an aesthetic language. This then becomes a 

response to the everyday life of the city. International cinemas also, unknowingly and 

unintentionally, engage the audience in an exotic trance as the films occupy languages that 

many aren’t fluent in. That in itself becomes an important spec of cinema, as the sense of sight 

strengthens while the sense of hearing is left confused. Visuals and text then become interlinked 

and absorb the viewer in a deeper sense. 

Exploring memory through cinema is an intimate, quiet faction. It is a sector that is 

borderline obsessive. The obsessiveness is a quality that seduces, and intrigues the viewer. It 
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is what’s required from the slowness of the experience to foster a realization. The 

rearrangement of time onto a linear plane, past and present, creates this distortion of speed. The 

past is merely an observation of a concrete concept that has been accounted, whereas the 

present is here and now. Time, having a research that is beyond expansive, would be 

serviceable when presided by artistic introspection. It is the knowledge of a feeling that one 

tries to further communicate through their artistic voice. Taking refuge from the everyday of 

being a bustling being, to compose an analytical reasoning. This is particularly similar to 

visiting museums and art galleries, where one absorbs oneself into the work, void of its 

surrounding. It touches on voyeurism, which is just peeping into both memory and cinema. 

Specifically, the frame within a frame approach which becomes more intimate and personal. It 

doesn’t just provide a focused view, but also serves as a literal insight into the scene in 

reference. Details within each frame become slow and feel close in vicinity. Mirrors are 

included in compositions to smartly incorporate reflections which feed in to the voyeur. In 

contrast to an architectural frame, a mirror and the reflected content enables a scandalous aura 

as it is out of order. It becomes an incorrect puzzle piece in an otherwise completed puzzle. 

One that’s presence is impossible to overlook.  

This union of light, composition and thought combine to bring memory and cinema on 

the same substructure. A sentiment from the past is often followed with a bittersweet feeling. 

In the present world where time quantifies through milliseconds of clicks and swipes, Nostalgia 

becomes an escape route. It’s a medium through which one seems to feel grounded and 

connected to those all around. Filmmakers use that as an advantage to target a larger audience, 

who are holistically facing a larger issue at hand. A disconnection with the world and more 

importantly oneself. Wong Kar Wai and Abbas Kiarostami’s cinema hold the power of 

connecting the audience with their inner-self and give them the authority to re-evaluate a 

narrative that could’ve occurred in their lives. Themes of melancholia, love, loneliness, and 
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human relationships create an inconclusive narrative, engaging an inclusive audience. One that 

holds imagery that can be located in collective memory, universally. Exploring memory 

through cinema in itself resembles a time-travel movie. It’s a nostalgic return into the post-

modern era. From the acknowledgement of a memory to the decision of sharing it with the 

world, to composing it and further releasing it places the director in a vulnerable stance. With 

vulnerability comes the power to communicate, to be hear and to hear. Using the medium which 

provides a moving image, auditory presence and what has now matured into an 8k experience, 

Cinema ranks closest to replicating reality. It provides all the tools to execute all worldly 

happenings of the past through acting and storytelling. It gives the people, the power to 

communicate through each atom of their body by translating it into pixels. Our sense, again, 

experience these pixels to create new experiences of their own. It’s an unending loop of 

consumption, narrowing it down to the worldly term – A paradox. The paradox of hopping 

back into the past and using our collective memory to create a fiction in the present.  

Cinemas construction of memory raises multiple personal questions. How real is our 

re-interpretation of memory? How much of a conscious role do we play while letting our 

subconscious control our multiple decisions? How does each of our senses contribute to the 

imaginative memory?  
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